
 

 

 

Lust, auch mal freiwillig britische Gegenwartsliteratur zu lesen und darüber zu diskutieren? 
 

Jaroslaw Jasenowski und Julian Rößler laden ein zu  

Brit Lit! 
 

Brit Lit trifft sich im WiSe 2016/17 zwei Mal: am 16.11.16 und am 18.01.17, jeweils um 20:15 
im Murphy’s Pub (Lorlebergplatz). Mitmachen kann, wer Spaß am Lesen hat, Regeln gibt es 
nur zwei: gelesen werden britische Romane ab ca. 2000, wer kommt hat den Roman gelesen.  

 

Graeme Macrae Burnet, His Bloody Project (2015), (16.11.16, 20:15) 

“In 1869, the case of Roderick Macrae gripped the British public: newspapers slavishly 
followed his trial, and ‘penny dreadfuls’ gleefully described the gory details of the brutal 
slaying of three people in a remote crofting community. In His Bloody Project, author Graeme 
Macrae Burnet recounts the story of the murders and the subsequent trial. Roderick’s memoir, 
along with court transcripts, medical reports, police statements and newspaper articles, show 

that the accused readily admitted his guilt… leaving only the persuasive powers of his advocate standing 
between him and the gallows.”  

http://themanbookerprize.com/books/his-bloody-project-by-graeme-macrae-burnet 

Shortlist Man Booker Prize 2016 

 

Marlon James, A Brief History of Seven Killings (2014), (18.01.16, 20:15) 

“On 3 December 1976, just weeks before the general election and two days before Bob Marley 
was to play the Smile Jamaica concert to ease political tensions, seven men from West 
Kingston stormed his house with machine guns. Marley survived and went on to perform at 
the free concert. But the next day he left the country and didn’t return for two years. Inspired 
by this near-mythic event, A Brief History of Seven Killings takes the form of an imagined oral 
biography, told by ghosts, witnesses, killers, members of parliament, drug dealers, conmen, 

beauty queens, FBI and CIA agents, reporters, journalists, and even Keith Richards' drug dealer. The story 
traverses strange landscapes and shady characters, as motivations are examined – and questions asked.”  

http://themanbookerprize.com/books/brief-history-seven-killings-by-marlon-james 

Winner Man Booker Prize 2015 

 

find us on www.goodreads.com! (Gruppe Brit Lit) 

 

 

http://www.goodreads.com/

